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Dear Friends        May 2011 

 

We are back from a lovely 2 week break over the Easter and Worker’s Day 

weekends that fell within a week of each other, together with our Freedom Day 

celebrations in between that, so a lot of celebrating has gone on! The first term 

was hectic with all the new students needing a lot of attention as they learned 

this new sewing skill, so the holiday was welcomed by all! 

 

Each first year student’s work was marked and reports were given out with 

comments on their progress or lack of it, so we hope that this term, the students 

who need to be more focused will work to improve their quality while the 

others continue to do the best that they can.  Later on this term the first year 

students will be introduced to the basics of pattern drafting, which they are very 

excited about.  There is a lot of preparation work that goes on beforehand like 

learning about waistbands, vents, pleats, zips, etc., but it is all worthwhile to be 

able to then draft a pattern and make up the pattern to their measurements. 

 

The second year students have been as busy as their counterparts.  A lot of 

effort goes into mastering the art of pattern making – learning how to sketch 

your idea onto paper, learning to be accurate in measurements and practising 

the sewing of tailored pockets, cuffs, collars, necklines, sleeves, etc.  Once 

students are comfortable with these, they can then begin the designing of 

outfits, paying attention to detail in the small things as well as the bigger things.  

Our present 2
nd

 year students are a committed group of people who put in long 

hours trying new ideas or mastering old ones.  I am humbled by their work ethic 

and know that they already deserve to graduate just for their effort! 

 

Our part-time students are an enthusiastic group who give up their valuable 

time to learn a new skill.  There is a wonderful vibe in the training room on a 

Saturday morning as they all compete with each other in a friendly way to 

finish the work set out for them.  We have only 3 students who are part-time 

students during the working week.  They come for 2 – 3 hours twice a week 

during normal training hours.  This group is quieter than all the others, probably 

because they are fewer, but they never miss a days training if they can help it.  

They are progressing very well. 

 

 



 

Unfortunately, there is a negative side that we feel needs to be shared.  

Sizanani’s invested funds are slowly being depleted as we continue to lose out 

on funding applications.  Sizanani has always been able to subsidise the cost of 

the training because of these invested funds thus allowing students to pay a 

much cheaper rate.  Over the past 15 years, we were blessed beyond 

imagination with funding for the project and while we still have many friends 

who support our efforts, there is a big need to find a funder/s that can support us 

in a much bigger way for the foreseeable future.  If we do not have significant 

funds coming in or being promised to us in the next 6 months, Sizanani is going 

to have to look at two options- 

 

1. increasing our fees to the actual cost of the course which then means that we 

will be offering training at the same rate as private institutions in the area.  

The whole aim of Sizanani is to provide training to people who can not 

further their education because they have not attained the educational 

standard to do so, or do not have the financial means to do so. 

2. Total shut down. 

 

I can not believe that the second point is an option and we would not like the 

first one to be our only option either.  We need to pull together to fight against 

this.  In God, all things are possible and we can do the following: 

 

1. Pray – for the project as a whole; for the Management Committee as they 

seek guidance and discernment for the future; for the staff as they follow up 

on leads and write proposals; for proposals that are already with funding 

organisations, that those making decisions on proposals will make 

favourable decisions for Sizanani. 

2. Network – spread the word, because in opening the net of opportunity up, 

more contacts can be made locally and abroad.  Check if the company you 

work for is involved in Social Responsibility in the community and if not 

suggest our project to support.  Maybe you know of Trusts or organisations 

that fund running costs of a project who we could contact.  Maybe your 

company does fundraising and you could suggest our project as a recipient. 

Please keep your eyes and ears open for us. 

3. Care – show your support through words of encouragement; through doing 

the above; through supporting Sizanani as and where you can. 

 

To end on a positive note, are you aware that Sizanani celebrates its 25 years 

this year?  We hope to be able to include in our graduation celebrations at the 

end of the year, some of the highlights of these years, so if you have something 

you remember about Sizanani that we could share or maybe have photographs 

from the earlier days, please contact us. 

 

Yours in Christ 

 

Sharon and Mpume 

 


